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EXT. O-ZONE LAYER – DAWN1

We’re looking down on Scotland. We’re high enough to see the 
shadow of night move eastwards and day breaking. All is 
serene. --Suddenly a rumble!   --A deafening roar!

EXT. PETERSHILL COURT. GLASGOW – DAWN2

It’s a crisp spring day. The beautiful red sunrise 
silhouettes the tall slender 1960s council high rise tower 
block. Around it the rubble and remain of its five sister 
towers that have been recently flattened.

INT. FLAT 152. PETERSHILL COURT– DAWN3

JOOLS JACKSON (38) is arguing with her boyfriend YURI WAX 
(24) – she’s just read some text messages on his phone from 
another woman. She finds a phone of the YOUNG BLONDE (22) and 
flies into a foul mouthed rage – she drags him towards the 
door and throws him out without his clothes and throws his 
phone after him.

INT. FLAT 73. PETERSHILL COURT – DAWN4

JIMMY TOWNSEND (46) is packing the school bag – Sandwiches, 
school books, TOP TRUMP CARDS – of JASON McKAY (9), who he is 
foster guardian to. The two get along and JASON is ready for 
school.

EXT. ENTRANCE. PETERSHILL COURT – DAWN5

Yuri races out with only a stolen high-visibility vest 
wrapped to hide his modesty. There are KNOTS OF PEOPLE across 
the road but none even notice Yuri – they are all looking 
upwards, one pointing their smartphone camera. –A rumble… 
Yuri looks up…

A METEORITE streaks across the Glasgow skyline – then smashes 
into the 14th floor of Petershill Court.

Yuri considers his options. And races back into the building 
to get Jools.

CUT TO TITLES

INT. COBRA COMMITTEE ROOM – MORNING6

DAME MARGO BUCHANAN is briefing the PRIME MINISTER on events 
in Glasgow. It appears that a meteorite has got through the 
Earth’s atmosphere and hit the tower block. On TV screens 
around the room we see the frantic media response: clips of 
the 2013 Chelyabinsk meteorite, Professor Brian Cox, the 
Scottish First Minister… And through all this Dame Margo’s 
eyes snatch the briefest glimpse of a one legged man pushing 
though the crowds – THE AMPUTEE.
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EXT. ROYAL PAVILLION GARDENS. BRIGHTON – MORNING7

CROMWELL is plying Frisbee with his KIDS. DARIA, his wife 
laughs and smiles. All is perfect – then we see the dozens of 
journalists, cameramen and photographers documenting the 
playtime. It’s all a show because today is election day – 
today is the day Cromwell becomes leader of the Labour Party 
and potentially the next – and first black – Prime Minister.

AMBER dashes over to Cromwell and whispers in his ear. His 
face goes from fake joy to genuine concern. He nods to Daria
to take over and he goes to address the press: ‘There’s been 
a major incident in Glasgow that requires my full attention – 
we will reschedule the election briefing as events unfold’.

INT. COBRA COMMITTEE ROOM – MORNING8

The PM considers his response. On the TVs is live footage of 
Cromwell’s impromptu statement – he’s looking more prime-
ministerial that the PM, who is furious: ‘Get me in front of 
the cameras now!’

Dame Margo assures the PM that there is more to the meteorite 
crash than meets the eye and Cromwell is involved somehow. 
The PM tells her to dish the dirt on him – he must not win 
today’s election.

INT. JAGUAR XJ – DAY9

Cromwell is rescheduling his day: ‘They said it assured me it 
would splashdown in the Indian Ocean’. This is his chance 
seal the election and boost his opinion polls. Amongst all 
this he phones Shreeves…

INT. BRITISH AIRWAYS CITYFLYER – DAY10

The plane is boarding. SHREEVES and BROWN hold Shreeves phone 
between their heads listening to Cromwell: ‘Where the hell 
are you?’ – ‘We’re on to the meteorite crash – The Amputee 
has been placed at the scene’ – to which Cromwell orders them 
to return to London. This is the wrong response so Shreeves 
and Brown decide to disobey and head off to Glasgow anyway.

INT. 10 DOWNING STREET. CORRIDOR – DAY11

Dame Margo is on her mobile to AGENT DAVIDS (33) who is based 
in Glasgow. She is sends him a freeze frame of The Amputee at 
the tower block. She wants to know what The Amputee up to and 
if it can be pinned on Cromwell.

EXT. PETERSHILL COURT – DAY12

Shreeves and Brown leap out of a taxi. Every emergency 
service known to man is at the scene. Smoke bellows from the 
burning building above.

Shreeves and Brown have one question: what the Hell are 
Whitewash doing here?
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INT. BBC DAILY POLITICS STUDIO – DAY13

Three hours to voting.

Cromwell and his RIVALS are in an informal but impassioned 
debate with ANDREW NEIL. Opinion polls put Cromwell and MAIN 
RIVAL neck and neck.

INT. LOBBY. GRAND HOTEL. BRIGHTON – DAY14

Cromwell and Amber burst through the door from the on-
location TV studio. The bon amie for the cameras vanished as 
the serious business of the day takes over. Cromwell’s next 
engagement is with the leader of the RMT trade union. His 
more pressing aim seems to be to add political noise to the 
Glasgow meteorite crash story – it seems he has something to 
hide.

INT. TV NEWS VAN – DAY15

A WOMAN WITH SMARTPHONE approaches the van. She has some 
footage of the meteorite crash – ‘how much is it worth?’. 
Shreeves steps in, flashes an ID card an promises £500 (‘see 
my colleague Mr Brown over there for the cheque’) and takes 
the phone. She plays the footage of the crash. Slowing it 
right down and zooming in. ‘So that’s why Whitewash is here’…

INT. PETERSHILL COURT. STAIRWELL – DAY16

FIRE FIGHTERS everywhere.

Chaos. RESIDENTS are flowing down staircases. Some carrying 
possessions, some on walking sticks/frames, some forcing 
their way through, others helping the less abled. None of 
this is helped by the lifts being out of order.

Yuri, now wearing a mish-mash of stolen clothes is fighting 
his way against the tide. He frantically taps on his phone 
but Jools is not answering.

INT. FLAT 152. PETERSHILL COURT– DAWN17

Jools is trapped under rubble. The outer wall of her flat is 
gone. She is looking – through billowing smoke – at the 
Glasgow skyline. Below her the concrete floor has fallen away 
and she can see straight through to the flat below – the 
impact point of the meteorite. But it’s not meteorite rock 
she sees – it’s the smashed up remains of a COMMUNICATIONS 
SATELLITE.

Above her a STEEL BEAM jolts a few inches. If she doesn’t get 
out fast it’s going to drop on her…

INT. PETERSHILL COURT. EAST LIFT SHAFT. 9TH FLOOR – DAY18

Flames try to force their way through the gap between the 
closed doors to the lift shaft. Three floors below the lift 
is trapped between floors…
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INT. EAST LIFT. PETERSHILL COURT – DAY19

Jimmy and Jason are trapped in the lift. The lights are 
failing – flickering on then off. All things considered they 
are both calm. Jimmy tries to pull open the doors while Jason 
taps at the emergency call button – there’s no joy for either 
of them. Jimmy tries his mobile again – no signal. All they 
can do is sit and wait. Jimmy suggests they play Top Trumps.

INT. PETERSHILL COURT. EAST LIFT SHAFT. 9TH FLOOR – DAY20

The doors explode off their tracks and hurtle down the lift 
shaft.

INT. EAST LIFT. PETERSHILL COURT – DAY21

‘Green Goblin – Special Powers: 8’ – Smash! – the doors smash 
into the roof of the lift – the lift smashes to bits and goes 
into free fall!

INT. PETERSHILL COURT. GROUND FLOOR LOBBY AREA – DAY22

The Amputee is wearing a high-vis vest and pretending to be 
with the emergency services.

With a deafening Boom!  the doors of the East Lift buckle 
with crashing impact of the lift. More smoke. Increased 
chaos.

The Amputee edges out of sight and heads for the SERVICE LIFT 
at end of the corridor.

He is on his mobile arranging for experts to brief the media 
about meteorite crashes. He’s taking control of the news 
agenda. And he starts a media whispering campaign against 
Cromwell stating that he was opposed to moving people out of 
the tower block – lives would certainly have been saved.

- He also orders ‘BARRELS’ and a clean up team.

INT. MEETING ROOM. GRAND HOTEL – DAY23

Cromwell presents his case to the HEAD OF RMT. He’s not going 
to get it all his own way – if he wants their votes he’s 
going to have to promise above inflation pay rises and added 
security to final salary pensions. Cromwell is in no mood to 
be bossed about and stands his ground. Then a whispered word 
from Amber – ‘They’re where!?!’

Excusing himself he goes to the corner of the room and rings 
Shreeves.

INT. PETERSHILL COURT. GROUND FLOOR LOBBY AREA – DAY24

Emergency services are working on the crashed lift. Jimmy is 
dead. Jason is barely alive and is rushed to an ambulance. 
Brown tells him he’ll be OK. Shreeves smiles at this, she’s 
forgotten that Brown is a family man at heart.
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Brown spots The Amputee and gives chase, but the Service Lift 
caged door slams shut before he can get to him. The Amputee 
gives him a wry smile and some advice: ‘leave this one 
alone’.

Shreeves phone rings – it’s Cromwell. She knows what he wants 
– and decides not to answer.

INT. MEETING ROOM. GRAND HOTEL – DAY25

Cromwell’s phone rejects his call. He turns to Amber and 
tells her that Shreeves and Brown are out of control – he 
needs them splitting up. He tells Amber to contact Dame Margo 
with that request.

INT. PETERSHILL COURT. 15TH FLOOR – DAY26

The service lift winds to a halt, the doors creak open and 
The Amputee steps out, leaving the door open to stop others 
using the lift. Agent Davids is waiting outside Flat 152: 
‘Hello, Brookes’ – a surprise, but only a small one, for The 
Amputee. Davids wants to know what the cover up is. The 
Amputee offers to show him.

INT. PETERSHILL COURT. 8TH FLOOR STAIRWELL – DAY27

Shreeves and Brown pant their way up the stairs. Brown: 
‘Would it have been too much to ask for this meteorite to 
crash into a bungalow?’ – ‘It’s not a meteorite, it’s a 
satellite’ – ‘Why cover that up?’ – ‘Cromwell wants this one 
covering up – he’s implicated somewhow’.

INT. FLAT 152. PETERSHILL COURT– DAY28

Jools is still trapped under rubble. The steel beam inches 
closer to the moment when it will drop on her. The Amputee 
and Davids enter – Jools thinks she is saved but they ignore 
her and peer through the hole at the smashed satellite. Turns 
out that the UK government is secretly equipping a faction in 
North Korea to depose Kim Jong Un. This faction was given 
data access via this old satellite (that Cromwell made vanish 
from the books), but purely down to bad luck the thing fell 
out of orbit – but it still contains a data trail that needs 
destroying. Davids tells The Amputee that Dame Margo needs to 
know the location of Brown’s family. The Amputee: ‘That’s 
dangerous information’.

Jools keeps shouting for help.

The Amputee’s phone pings – his clean up team are here.

INT. PETERSHILL COURT. 15TH FLOOR – DAY29

The Amputee slams the lift door shut.

CONTINUED:24
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INT. FLAT 152. PETERSHILL COURT– DAY30

Davids is on his phone: ‘Yes, ma’am that is their confirmed 
location’ – and hangs up. Jools is still yelling for help. 
Davids whacks the steel beam causing it to smash through 
Jools’ skull. The Amputee comes back in – unfazed – and tells 
Davids it is time for him to leave – by hurling him through 
the hole in the wall. The Amputee looks at the beam crushed 
into Jools’ head: ‘poor bastard’. A noise—

--He turns to see Yuri standing in the doorway. How much has 
he seen or heard?

Yuri turns and runs.

INT. PETERSHILL COURT. 15TH FLOOR – DAY31

Yuri races through the stairwell door knocking an exhausted 
Shreeves and Brown to one side. He races down the staircase. 
Brown: ‘No more bloody stairs!’. The Amputee steps from the 
flat, gun in hand: ‘There goes your evidence against your 
boss…’ – Shreeves and Brown give it a moment’s thought but 
have their mind made up for them when The Amputee produces a 
gun. Shreeves and Brown reluctantly set off after Yuri.

INT. PETERSHILL COURT. GROUND FLOOR LOBBY AREA – DAY32

A SMALL TEAM OVERALLS load several BLUE BARRELS marked as 
‘water’ into the service lift.

INT. MEETING ROOM. GRAND HOTEL – DAY33

The trade union ballot papers are collected by OFFICIALS and 
security sealed inside a BALLOT BOX. The box is taken from 
the room under maximum security.

INT. COUNTING ROOM. GRAND HOTEL – DAY34

The Ballot Box is opened in front of the Officials. CHIEF 
ELECTION OFFICER opens the box and pulls out the ballot 
papers – but unseen be everybody is a hidden compartment 
inside the box from which the Chief Election Officer swaps 
one ballot paper.

INT. PETERSHILL COURT. STAIRWELL – DAY35

We get into a frantic chase between Yuri pursued by Shreeves 
and Brown. It’s action packed – fighting their way past FIRE 
FIGHTERS making their way up – culminating in…

INT. PETERSHILL COURT. GROUND FLOOR LOBBY AREA – DAY36

Shreeves and Brown spill out into the lobby to find Yuri in 
the custody of The Amputee. They’ve been beaten again. The 
Amputee suggests that they are more like him than they like 
to think. They disagree.
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INT. BALLROOM. GRAND HOTEL – DAY37

All the leadership candidates – including Cromwell are sat on 
the front row of seats. The Chief Election Officer is on 
stage: ‘I duly announce that the winner is… XXX’ – Gasps then 
applause around the room. Amongst all the celebrations 
Cromwell manages a forced smile and polite handclap.

INT. FLAT 142. PETERSHILL COURT– DAY38

The overall wearing clean up team have the tops off the 
‘water’ barrels. They actually contain sulphuric acid into 
which they systematically dissect and destroy the satellite.

INT. GLASGOW AIRPORT – DAY39

Shreeves and Brown wait to board their plane home. They 
wonder how they can succeed if they are actually fighting 
Cromwell as well. There is a tannoy call for Brown to report 
to customs.

INT. CUSTOMS. GLASGOW AIRPORT – DAY40

Brown reports as requested – suddenly a bag is pulled over 
his head and he is dragged off through a service door.

EXT. HEAD OF BRIGHTON PIER – SUNSET41

Cromwell and Dame Margo look out across the sea. Margo: ‘They 
were never going to let you get the top job – you can’t even 
control your own people. You should have paid more attention 
to your rivals…’ She opens a lifestyle magazine containing an 
article about the winner of the leadership – in the 
background of the main photo is a half-hidden is an OLD BRICK 
MOBILE PHONE.

Cromwell has changed his mind about Shreeves and Brown – they 
work brilliantly together and their instinct is spot on. 
Margo: ‘I’m afraid that might be about to change’.

EXT. FAIRGROUND. THE BIG WHEEL – NIGHT42

The noise, colour and flashing lights of fair. Almost 
unnoticed the Big Wheel is stopped. In a car at the top of 
the Big Wheel sits The Amputee and Brown. The Amputee tells 
Brown to look down. He does but sees nothing unusual – then! 
– there! – it’s LOUISE and JAMIE, Brown’s kidnapped family. 
Brown makes a move but he’s handcuffed to the car. The 
Amputee tells him he has pulled some strings to get Brown’s 
family on light security – they are allowed supervised trips 
out. But he advises Brown to look two cars ahead on the ride 
– a MAN SITS WITH SNIPER RIFLE aimed at Louise and Jamie.

The Amputee: ‘It’s the best I can do’

Brown: ‘It’s not enough – all you’ve done is made me re-
double my determination. I’m going to bring you and your 
network down and get them back.’
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The Amputee: ‘You’ve really not worked this out yet. We’re 
working for the same people’

EXT. FAIRGROUND – NIGHT43

Jamie throws a beanbag at some tin cans. They all fall down.

CONTINUED:42
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